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iii 
Abstract 
Large aperture high accuracy optics, especially the aspheric optics have been 
widely used in many national important engineering, such as aeronautics, telescope 
and the inertial confinement fusion(ICF) laser driver, etc. Because of the special 
working environment of optics, the requirement for optical precision and optics 
surfaces quality is becoming higher. 
In order to meet the requirement of technical parameters, the aspheric optics must 
be repeated measured in the manufacturing process, the measurements information of 
optical precision and optics surfaces quality are fed back to the processing system to 
guide the correction and compensation of next processing step. In order to ensure the 
correctness of the measurement information of large-aperture optics measurement 
platform can accurately guide the processing of optics, the accuracy of large aperture 
optical element detection platform have put forward higher requirements. 
The large-aperture optics measurement platform of research group was researched 
by the combination of theoretical and experimental methods in this paper, and the 
analysis and compensation of measurement platform comprehensive error were the 
main contents. The main contents are as follows: 
The error source and characteristics of the measurement platform are analyzed, and 
a method modeling its comprehensive error is proposed based on the relationship 
between the structure characters and axes motions together with considering the 
couple relationship of all errors of all axes. Positioning error, straightness error, 
rotation error and perpendicularity error are measured using the laser interferometer 
and laser displacement sensor，perpendicularity errors between each linear axis are 
tested through using double ball bar. Based on the measured error, error components 
in x, y, z directions are calculated combining the comprehensive error model. When 















linkage errors are also measured at the meantime. Impact factors of the circle 
deviation are analyzed depending on the linkage error results. And the weightiness of 
these factors is also analyzed to help evaluate the measurement accuracy of this 
platform effectively. 
At the meantime, the measurement experiment on the calibration hemisphere part 
of Form Talysurf PGI 1240 is conducted to verify the accuracy of the mathematical 
error model of this testing platform. Error components in z direction is extracted and 
used to analyze error components of the corresponding positions. Comparison 
between the measurement results and the calculation results based on the error model 
proves that the error model proposed in this paper can be used to calculate the 
comprehensive error of the measurement platform accurately and effectively. 
In summary, the comprehensive error model of measurement platform was used in 
the error compensation of measurement platform, which improve the measurement 
accuracy of measurement platform, and make the measurements data more accurately 
guide the compensation processing, have a better academic value and application 
significance. 
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